UPLOADVR is a news organization focused on the intersection between people and VR/AR.

Our distributed team of dedicated journalists cover important software and hardware releases as well as the researchers and developers driving augmented reality and virtual reality into wider use.

We strive for fairness, accuracy, and depth in our coverage but we are also advocates for the safe, ethical, and inclusive use of this technology.
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Oculus Quest 2? Everything We Know About Facebook's Next VR Headset

Oculus Quest 2 seems to be on the way, with a Bloomberg report, developer site references, leaked photos, leaked marketing images and a noticed controller file.

Related Posts
- Report: New Oculus Headset: Claims of Production This Month, Sony Ramp-up PS5 Manufacturing

We'll keep this post updated as we learn more about the new Oculus Quest and let us know in the comments if you have any more specific questions we can answer.
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